
 

Review ….. 
Mike has done it again with You Can’t Do That. Because, yes! He can do that – and over the years I 

have watched Mike do it, succeeding time and again with his successful systemic approach. Mike 

simply does not know what cannot be done and believes no one who tells him otherwise. 

The “O’Haganisms” run thick and fast through this volume. Don’t blink - because 

every few words portray another great idea. Mike does not waste words, and you will 

have to concentrate to distil the many lessons from just a few pages. 

Around 2010, Mike offered to a few of us to show us how ‘outsourcing’ works in Manilla. So we 

caught a plane from Brisbane based on nothing more solid than knowing Mike O’Hagan. And Gee 

smoking Wizards, didn’t he show us what was going on with outsourcing by the big end of town. And 

we should have guessed (knowing him so well), not only was he generously doing us a great favour 

with his time (Mike is always generous helping others) but it was also Mike’s test marketing for yet 

another great little money earner which he still operates today – making heaps of income, having a 

ball of fun, giving himself plenty of discretionary time, while enjoying the international jet setting life 

he leads. I know. We have dined with him in “rock star” Rockwell, attended Melbourne Cup parties 

at the casino in Manilla, and much more – Mike knows how to have fun. 

But a word of warning about You Can’t Do That and Mike O’Hagan! Unless you want to overturn all 

your preconceptions; unless you really do want an unfair advantage over your competition; unless 

you want a great life as well as a great business – do not read this book. It will make you think you 

have wasted years and a fortune on fees for formal business training – when what you should’ve 

done is read this little gem, and spent the time building up your own enterprise, and by now you’d 

have more income, more time and have had more fun in life while achieving even more … and  being 

in total control over your own sovereign sources of income. 

You Can’t Do That …. If you dream of starting a business, can’t imagine how, then you must read it. 
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Ric Davies is a small business trainer who over the past twenty years has trained over 4,000 small business 

start-up owners with an 80% plus success rate. And I have known Mike O’Hagan during much of that time. 
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